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Ice cold in Alex: Maria Bonnevie, Konstantin Lavronenko

The
Banishment
Russia (Republic) 2007
Director: Andrey Zvyagintsev

With Konstantin Lavronenko,
Maria Bonnevie, Alexander Baluev
Certificate 12A 156m 47s

The Banishment is our Film of the Month
and is reviewed on p48
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N SYNOPSIS A car drives through an unnamed industrial
town. Its driver, Mark, has been shot. His brother, Alex,
removes the bullet and tells him that he and his wife
Vera intend to spend some time in the country with
their children, Kir and Eva, in the house of the brothers'
late father,

The house and its setting are beautiful and at first life
there seems idyllic. But small signs of tension emerge and
Vera suddenly tells Alex that she is expecting a child but
it isn't his. Shocked, Alex walks off into the night.

A chance remark by his son makes Alex decide that his
friend Robert is the father of the child. That night he resists
Vera's attempts at reconciliation. When the children are
staying with friends, he insists that Vera have an abortion
and, exhausted, she stops resisting. Mark arranges for the
operation to be performed that night.

Vera's condition worsens after the abortion. Next
morning, worried about her state, they summon a doctor
who confirms that she is dead. Mark also becomes gravely
ill, and is told by the doctor that Vera had killed herself with
painkillers. After Vera's funeral, Mark dies of a heart attack,
and Alex returns to town to visit Robert. Robert tells Alex
what Vera had told him - the child was Alex's, but his
coldness towards her had made her unable to face giving
birth to it. Robert had saved her from an earlier suicide
attempt. As Alex goes to collect his childrenhe passes
women singing as they harvest a field. One of them is
carrying a baby.

Ben X
Belgium/Netherlands/Romania
2007
Director: Nic Balthazar
With Greg Timmermans,
Marijke Pinoy, Laura Verlinden
Certificate 15 93m lOs

The world may not have been
waiting for a Christian allegory that
incorporates elements of Rain Man
and Tron, but in Ben Xit finally has
one. This Belgian drama is "inspired by
true events" according to the opening
credits - a trumped up way of saying
that writer director Nic Balthazar got
the idea from reading about an autistic
boy who committed suicide after being
bullied. The film's teenage protagonist
Ben has Asperger's syndrome, and is
taunted at school while teachers and
classmates look on ineffectually. He
retreats into a turgid, medieval-style
online game called Archlord, in which
he is Ben X, coming to the rescue of
the scantily clad Scarlite.

Quick fire editing, tilted camera
angles and distorted close ups convey
Ben's fractured perspective, while
gimmicky cutaways to the world
of Archlord suggest an inability to
distinguish between life and fantasy.
Ben's story is revealed as an extended
flashback, interrupted repeatedly by
his parents and teachers commenting
gravely to an off-screen interviewer
about some unspecified tragedy that
has occurred. While this provokes
our interest slightly, it also scuppers
the narrative flow and places another
obstacle between the audience and
the understandably introverted Ben.
The character's interior monologue,
which shades into uncharacteristic
punning and wordplay when he is
contemplating suicide, offers little
illumination ("What's your motive?
Locomotive!" Ben chirrups as he
prepares to jump in front of a train).
That said, Greg Timmermans does as
well as any actor could with a part that
demands little more than prolonged
and noble suffering.

It's likely that Balthazar started
out meaning to highlight hostile
attitudes towards disability or provide
enlightenment about people with

Asperger's ("Think of them as
computers that are configured
differently," a doctor advises). But good
intentions are lost amid the film's
sadistic bleakness, where one indignity
after another is piled on the young hero.
It's not enough that he has his trousers
pulled down in class by his tormentors:
footage of this incident is posted on
the web and viewed by his mother,
who proceeds, with implausible
tactlessness, to watch it again in front
of him. There's an equally bizarre scene
in which Ben experiences temporary
garrulousness and euphoria after being
force fed ecstasy by the bullies. It's hard
to see what function this otherwise
superfluous episode serves if it isn't to
promote the use of Class A drugs in
treating the autistic.

This ranks as humdrum beside
the contrivances that lead to a bizarre
finale setting up Ben as a Christ figure,
resurrection and all. Audiences who
have stayed the course will be so baffled
by the climax they may not notice the
film has quietly disposed of the Archlord
subplot that dominated its first half,
discarding it like the hi-tech window
dressing it transparently was.
00 Ryan Gilbey
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* SYNOPSIS Belgium, the present.
Ben is a teenager with Asperger's
syndrome. He seeks sanctuary from
school bullies Bogaert and Desmet
in the online gameArchiord After he
is taunted at school, his humiliation
filmed and posted on the web, Ben
messages his Archlord ally Scarlite
to say he's quiaing the game. She
arranges to meet him at the train
station the following morning.
Bogaert and Desmet lead Ben to
a park, where they feed him an
ECStaLSy pill. Benl is tempra (rdily
euphoric but comes down after
returning home, and smashes up his
bedroom. Next morning, he rushes
to the station to meet Scarlite, but
can't pluck up the courage to talk
to her. He is about to throw himself
on the track when he is halted by an
imaginary version of Scarlite, who
advises him to seek revenge on his
tormentors, She joins Ben on a ferry,
where his family videotape him
jumping over the side. The suicide
tape is broadcast on television. At
the funeral, Ben reveals himself to
be still alive: his death was faked
to shame the bullies and everyone
who failed to halt them.
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Blindsight
United Kingdom 2006
Director: Lucy Walker
Certificate: not submitted 104m

Ostensibly another feelgood tale of
young people overcoming adversity,
Lucy Walker's second documentary
Blindsight crystallises into a surprisingly
penetrating sociological study offering
intriguing insights into a hitherto
closed culture. The film may view
Tibet through western eyes, but it
also accords its inhabitants a voice
of their own.

The narrative follows the journey
of six Tibetan students from the
country's only school for the blind as
they attempt to scale the Himalayas'
second-highest peak, Lhakpa Ri, under
the leadership of the first blind man to
have reached Everest's summit, Erik
Weihenmayer, and his entourage of
seasoned climbers. The majority of
the film's running time is, however,
concerned with introducing us to the
six teens, extraordinary perhaps only
in their ordinariness, and their teacher
Sabriye Tenberken, who came to
Tibet after being told that her native
Germany's peace corps would not
accept blind people. Tenberken's work
is made more arduous by the fact that
the blind are regarded with hostility in
Tibet, their disability taken as a sign
of bad karma. Her foremost task is thus
convincing these children that they
are not, as one student's mother puts it,
"wasted", "incomplete", "blind idiots".

The film opens in darkness as
indistinct voices swim over the
soundtrack, connecting us briefly with
the perceptual experience of the films'
protagonists. These fleeting moments
aside, Blindsight makes little attempt
to capture the subjectivity of blindness
through its form - unlike, say, Derek
Jarman's Blue (1 993) or Gary Tarn's
Black Sun (ioo5). Quite the inverse, in
fact: it opts for a rigorous objectivity
that's both admirable and disquieting.
Admirable, because it takes the Tibetan
culture at face value, never judging
these often self-loathing children, their
resentful parents or the strangers who
scream curses at them on the street,
but treating them with compassion
and respect. Disquieting, because it
also fails to level opprobrium at
the American climbers who seem
determined to use the children as
'ambassadors' for the blind at the risk
of their happiness, self esteem and even,
perhaps, their lives. As the expedition
progresses, the divergence of opinion
between the benevolent but perhaps
over-protective teachers and the
competitive sportsmen, determined
that the kids will reach the summit
come hell or high water, becomes an
explosive ideological battle, but the
film resolutely refuses to take sides,
leaving a rather nasty taste in the
mouth by the end.

The documentary treatment of a
perilous mountain journey would
seem to beg comparisons with Kevin
Macdonald's Touching the Void(2oo3),
but both formally and thematically
this is an altogether different work, at

wnere eagles dare: 5iindsight'

the heart of which is i9-year-old Tashi,
a Chinese orphan sold by his parents to
beggars and forced to live on the streets,
so poor he "didn't even have clothes
with pockets". Intercut with footage of
the expedition is Tashi's heartrending
quest to find his parents, the outcome
of which is bittersweet, to say the least:
compared with the devotion of both
Sabriye and Erik's parents (whom we
meet in a series of talking heads), the
shrugging welcome home that Tashi's
father offers is heartrendingly bathetic.
It seems the greatest lack in this child's
life is love; yet his sheer optimism in
the face of it brings even the most
cruelly impatient of the Americans to
tears. It would be a hardhearted viewer
indeed who wasn't similarly moved by
Walker's film. ii Catherine Wheatley
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N SYNOPSIS Tibet, 2004. German-born Sabriye Tenberken, who lost her sight at
the age of 12, runs a school in Lhasa for blind children with her sighted boyfriend
Paul Kronenberg. Among Tibetan Buddhists, the blind are ostracised as sinners,
supposedly being punished for the misdeeds of past lives; Tenberken's school
offers them their only chance for an education.

In 200o, Tenberken wrote to Anerican Erik Weihenmayei, the first blind man
to reach the summit of Everest, inviting him to give a talk to her students.
Weihenmayer proposed that instead he would take some of them up Lhakpa Ri,
the second highest peak in the Himalayas.

In 2004 Weihenmayer arrives with a team of seasoned climbers and blind guides
to lead six teens -girls Sonam Bhumtso and Kyila, and boys Dachung, Tenzin,
Gyenshen and Tashi Pasang -on the expedition .The film introduces each of the
six students in turn, detailing their upbringings and aspirations. Tashi emerges
as a particularly poignant figure: sold by his father to Chinese beggars when he
was ten, he was abused and eventually abandoned, Intercut with the film's main
narrative is footage of him being reunited with his family, which causes some
emotional conflict for him.

As the expedition progresses, concerns are raised as to whether Tashi will survive
the risky joumrey, causing tension between the German teachers, for whom the goal
is teamwork and self affirmation, and the American expedition leaders, who regard
anything less than total commitment as failure. With only x,0oo feet left to climb,
Kyila becomes seriously ill, and after much debate the two girls and Tashi are sent
back down the mountain. The remaining party reach the top.

A coda recounts the various success stories of the six students in the wake of the
expedition.
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